
Terrell ISD sent a survey on 12/10/2020 to teachers, staff, and parents asking for feedback about
possibly shifting our instructional week to a 4.5 day week. The information we collect through this
survey will guide our decisions moving forward.
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Why do teachers need extra time to plan and prepare?1.
Our teachers are not only teaching our in-person learners, they are supporting our full-time remote learners and
our short-term students who are home due to COVID isolation or quarantine. Our teachers’ workloads have
doubled from a normal year, yet they have the same amount of time with which to work. This is an initiative from
our district leadership to provide teachers with a few more hours every week to plan and prepare engaging and
rigorous lessons for their in-person students and remote students and to communicate with parents and students.

2. What time will you release each campus on the Early Release Fridays?
Furlough Middle School will release at 12:00 PM.  Terrell High School will release at 12:10 PM. Elementary schools
and W.H. Burnett will be released at 12:45 PM.

3. When will early release on Fridays begin?
The proposed start date for early release Fridays is January 8th.

4. Must students leave campus when the instructional day ends early on Friday afternoons?
No. Adult supervision will be provided on campus until the end of the regular school day on Friday afternoons.
However, we can only move forward with this plan if enough students are able to be dismissed at the early time.

5. Will buses run at both the new release time and also at the end of the day?
Yes. 

6. Will parents be able to pick up my student anytime between the new release time and the regular
    end of day?
Yes. Students may be picked up anytime between the new release time.

7. What type of activities will students be engaged in during the on campus supervision time?
For elementary students, rotations may include physical activity, music, STEAM, homework assistance,
intervention, technology lab, and recess.  Secondary students will be in a supervised study hall or in another
location as determined by administration.  Campuses will determine the rotations and assignments based on the
number of students at each campus and their staffing abilities.

8. Will students attend all classes on Fridays with the abbreviated schedule?
Students will either attend all classes on Friday, but for a shorter period of time or will rotate classes each Friday
depending upon the campus decision.

9. Will this be only for the 2020-2021 school year or for subsequent years also?
The changes we are considering are only for the remainder of the 2020-2021 school year at this time.
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10. Will this change the school calendar in ways such as holidays, teacher workdays, last day of
     school, etc?
No, this change will not affect any part of the current school calendar.

11. Will we have to make up any time if we do this?
No. Because we are keeping our campus open to any student who needs it, these minutes fall under our
instructional minute bank.

12. Will students have to login online when released early on Fridays?
Students will not be required to be online after being released from school on Fridays.

13. If I choose that I am in favor of this change and then my circumstances change, can I switch to
having my students in after school care until regular release times?
Yes. We understand that family circumstances can change very quickly and we will gladly work with you.

14. Will students have the opportunity to eat lunch before dismissal on Fridays?
Yes. All campuses have lunch times built into their proposed Friday schedules.

15. Will the students who stay until the end of the day each Friday be with only their own age group
or will age groups be combined?
Our plan is to keep students in grade-level groups (ie, K/1 or 5/6).

16. Will this impact teacher or staff pay?
Teachers and staff are still working their regular hours; there is no impact on pay.


